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Abstract: In this paper, a new multirate optimal finite impulse response (FIR) filter is proposed for the signal reconstruction

in the nosy filter bank systems. The multirate optimal FIR filter replaces the conventional synthesis filters and the Kalman

synthesis filter. First, the generic linear model is derived from the multirate state space model for an autoregressive (AR)input

signal. Second, the multirate optimal FIR filter is derived from the multirate generic linear model using the minimum variance

criterion. This paper also provides numerical examples and results. The simulation results illustrate that the performance is

improved compared with conventional synthesis filters and the proposed filter has advantages over the Kalman synthesis filter.
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1. Introduction

Multirate digital signal processing techniques based on filter

banks have been studied for more than a couple of decades

and there are many applications such as statistical and adap-

tive signal processing, numerical calculation of differential

equations, telecommunications, audio/speech coding, pro-

gressive image coding, spectrum analysis and other fields.

The performance is dependant on how well the original sig-

nal is reconstructed without distortion, thus the perfect re-

construction (PR) condition is considered to be important.

So that many design techniques for analysis and synthesis fil-

ters have been developed to achieve the PR condition [2], [4].

In order to reconstruct signal, the conventional filter bank

systems are designed with the PR under assumption that the

subband paths are free of noise [2]. Such filter bank systems

are depicted in Figure 1. However, subband signals may be

corrupted by external disturbances. The performance of the

conventional filter bank system will be debased by the sub-

band noises [7]. This nosy filter bank system is depicted in

Figure 2. In order to improve the performance of the nosy fil-

ter bank systems with subband noises, an optimal approach

was proposed instead of the conventional approaches such

as pseudo-QMF (Quadrature-mirror filter) banks. By using

an equivalent block representation of the subband signals, a

block state space model was introduced for filter bank sys-

tems. The multirate model for stochastic signal processes

has been discussed for signal estimation under external noise

and the multirate state space model has also been developed.

The component of the filter banks (the input signal, analysis

filter bank, decimators, and interpolators) and the subband

noises were transformed into a multirate state space model.

Since the input signal is embedded as a state, the signal re-

construction problem in nosy filter bank systems becomes

the state estimation problem in the resultant multirate state

space model [5], [6], [7]. The Kalman filter with IIR structure

is the standard choice for estimation in state space models

[8], [9]. However, an IIR structure uses all past measure-

ments accomplished by equal weighting and may tend to ac-

cumulate undesirable signals during its implementation, so it

has some shortcomings in comparison with an optimal FIR

filter. Since the optimal FIR filter utilizes finite measure-

ments over the most recent time interval, it is known to be

robust against temporary modeling uncertainties or numer-

ical errors [1], [4], [11], [10].

In this paper, in order to improve the performance of the re-

construction of subband signals in nosy filter bank systems,

an optimal FIR filter is chosen. The generic linear model

[11], [10] is re-derived form the multirate state space model

[7]. The new multirate optimal FIR filter is obtained from

the multirate linear generic model. The proposed multirate

optimal FIR filter replace the conventional synthesis filter

banks and the multirate Kalman synthesis filter. Figure 3

illustrates the proposed scheme.

This paper is organized as follow: In section 2., the filter

bank, the AR signal model and the multirate state space

model of filter bank are briefly reviewed. In section 3., the

multirate optimal FIR filter is derived. The simulation re-

sults are illustrated in section 4.. Finally we conclude this

paper in section 5..

2. Preliminaries

In this section, the filter bank, the AR signal model and the

multirate state space for the filter bank are briefly reviewed.

2.1. Filter bank systems

The filter bank is a set of bandpass filters whose center fre-

quencies are arranged monotonically so as to cover the de-

sired frequency range, in other words a filter bank is a collec-

tion of lowpass, bandpass and highpass filters with a common

input or a common output. The filter banks consist of anal-

ysis bank, decimators, expanders and synthesis banks (see

the figure 1). Other possible component includes a delay

element. The decimator is also called a downsampler, sub-

sampler, sampling rate compressor, or merely a compressor.

Other names for the expander are sampling rate expander,

upsampler, and interpolator [2].

The M-band analysis filter bank model can be written as the
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Fig. 1. M-band filter bank system

following expression [2]

uj [n] =

N−1∑
m=0

hj,mx[n−m], j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , M (1)

where N is a length of analysis filters and j is an index of

subbands. The decimation part is established later. The

M-band filter analysis bank also can be rewritten in the fol-

lowing matrix form

un = Hxn (2)

un , [u1[n] u2[n] · · · uM [n]]T

xn , [x[n−N + 1] · · · x[n− 2] x[n− 1] x[n]]T

H ,




h1,N−1 · · · h1,2 h1,1 h1,0

h2,N−1 · · · h2,2 h2,1 h2,0

...
. . .

...
...

...

hM,N−1 · · · hM,2 hM,1 hM,0




(3)

2.2. An AR Process

In this paper,an AR process is used as an input of the filter

bank systems because it is very important in practical signal

analysis and has a wide fields of statistical signal processing
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Fig. 2. M-band noisy filter bank system

[3], [7]. an AR process is used to composed the multirate

state space model and described by

x[n + 1] = −
P−1∑
m=0

amx[n−m] + v[n + 1] (4)

where P is an order of AR signal model and a means a pa-

rameter of an AR model. v[n +1] is an uncorrelated process

with zero mean and variance σ2
AR. AR signal model can be

converted from (4) to

xn+1 = Axn + bvn+1 (5)

where

xn , [x[n− P + 1] x[n− P ] · · · x[n− 1] x[n]]T

vn+1 , v[n + 1]

A ,




0 1 0 · · · 0

0 0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · 1

−aP−1 −aP−2 −aP−3 · · · −a0




b , [0 0 · · · 0 1]T

(6)

2.3. Multirate state space model for the filter bank

Consider the following state space signal model,

xn+1 = Axn + bvn+1

un = Hxn
(7)

where un is an one-step output (3) and a length of analysis

filter must be equal to an order of AR signal model, N = P

due to

H ∈ RM×N , xn ∈ RP×1

In order to obtain the multirate state space model [6], [7].

The block state space form can be established. The following

equation is a d-step ahead dynamic equation, (8).

xn+d = Adxn + Bdv̄n+d (8)

where

Ad , Ad

Bd ,
[

Ad−1b Ad−2b · · · b
]

v̄n+d ,




vn+1

vn+2

...

vn+d




The block output equation is also established as follow

ūn = Hdxn + Ddv̄n+d (9)

where

ūn ,




un

un+1

...

un+d−1




, Hd ,




H

HA
...

HAd−1
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Dd ,




0 · · · · · · 0

Hb
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . .

...

HAd−2b · · · Hb 0




As combining (8) and (9), the block state space model

xn+d = Adxn + Bdv̄n+d

ūn = Hdxn + Dd

}
n = 0, 1, 2, · · · (10)

can be obtained.

Only one outvector is remained among the d vector elemnts

of ūn, because an output ūn is decimated by a decimation

factor d.

xm+d = Adxm + Bdv̄m+d

um = Hxm

}
m = 0, d, 2d, · · · . (11)

From 11, we can obtain

xm+d = Adxm + Bdv̄m+d

ym = Hxm + wm

}
m = 0, d, 2d, · · · . (12)

where

ym , [y1[m] y2[m] · · · yM [m]]T ,

wm , [w1[m] w2[m] · · · wM [m]]T

, and M is the number of subband channels and the noise

wm is assumed to be mutually uncorrelated, zero mean and

additive white noise with variance σ2
ch.

3. Multirate optimal FIR filter as a synthesis
filter in nosy filter bank systems
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Fig. 3. Noisy M-band filter bank system with the multirate

optimal FIR filter

The optimal FIR filter was introduced by [11], [10] and it has

advantage to support a general state space model over a best

linear unbiased estimation FIR filter. The proposed optimal

FIR filter is a new version of [10] for a multirate system.

From the previous section, the multirate state space model

is obtained. The generic linear model is obtained before the

multirate optimal FIR filter is derived from the multirate

state space model. The new multirate optimal FIR filter

is derived from the multirate generic linear model with a

minimum variance criteria. Figure 3 illustrate the structure

of the noisy filter bank system adopted the new optimal FIR

filter.

3.1. Multirate generic linear model of the noisy filter

bank system

The multirate state space model (12) is a down sample ver-

sion of (10) so the time index m is the multiple number of

d (m = 0, d, 2d, · · · ). This is not convenient to transform

into the multirate generic linear form. We use the scaling

form of (12) by a factor 1/d.

xk+1 = Adxk + Bdv̄k+1

yk = Hxk + wk

}
k = 0, 1, 2, · · · (13)

where k , m/d. The covariance of v̄k+1 and wk are denoted

by Q and R, respectively, which are assumed to be positive

finite matrices. These noises are uncorrelated with the initial

state x0 of (13). The covariance matrices are of the following

diagonal form:

Qd×d , E{v̄k+1v̄
T
i+1} =




σ2
AR 0

. . .

0 σ2
AR




RM×M , E{wkwT
i } =




σ2
ch 0

. . .

0 σ2
ch




where M is the number of subband channels and d is a dec-

imation factor

From the (13), the following multirate generic linear model

(14) is obtained on the horizon [k − L + 1, k]. The finite

number of measurements is expressed in terms of the state

xk at the current time k.

Yk = H̄Lxk + B̄LVk + Wk (14)

where

Yk =




yk−L+1

...

yk−1

yk




, Vk =




v̄k−L+1

...

v̄k−1

v̄k




, Wk =




wk−L+1

...

wk−1

wk




and H̄L and B̄L are obtained from

H̄L ,




HA−L+1
d

...

HA−1
d

H




=

[
H̄L−1A

−1
d

H

]
(15)

B̄L ,




0 −HA−1
d Bd −HA−2

d Bd · · · −HA−L+1
d Bd

0 0 −HA−1
d Bd · · · −HA−L+2

d Bd

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · −HA−1
d Bd

0 0 0 · · · 0
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=

[
B̄L−1 −H̄L−1A

−1
d Bd

0 0

]
(16)

The noise term B̄LVk + Wk in (14) can be shown to be zero

mean with covariance ΞL given by (17).

Ξi , B̄i[diag(

i︷ ︸︸ ︷
Q Q · · ·Q)]B̄T

i + [diag(

i︷ ︸︸ ︷
R R · · ·R)] (17)

3.2. Multirate optimal FIR filter

An FIR filter with form (14) for the current state xk can be

expressed as a linear fucntion of the finite measurements Yk

on the horizon [k − L + 1, k] as follows:

x̂k , FYk (18)

where F is a gain matrix of a linear liner filter. It is noted

that the filter defined in (18) is an FIR structure without any

priori statistics information about the horizon initial state

x0. The gain matrix F is designed such that x̂k is an unbi-

ased estimation filter of the current state xk as

E{xk} = E{x̂k}
= E{FYk} = FE{Yk}
= FE{H̄dxk + B̄dVk + Wk}
= FH̄dE{xk}+ FB̄dE{Vk}+ FE{Wk}
= FH̄dE{xk}

Therefore, the following condition on F is required.

FH̄d = I (19)

The objective now is to obtain the optimal gain matrix F ,

subject to the unbiasedness condition (19), in such a way

that the estimation error of the estimate x̂k has minimum

variance as the follows:

min
F

= E[x̂k − xk]T [x̂k − xk] (20)

For the convenience, partition the matrix F in (18) as

F = [f1 · · · fs · · · fn]T . Because of (19), the sth unbiased-

ness condition is

H̄T
L fs = es, 1 ≤ s ≤ n (21)

where es is the sth unit vector such that es =

[0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0]T with the nonzero element sin the sth posi-

tion. Then, the s element x̂s
k of the filter x̂k is as follows:

x̂s
k = fT

s Yk

and the error variance for the sth element xs
k of the state xk

is as follows:

E{x− x̂}2
= E{x− fT

s Yk}2
= E{x2 − [fT

s (H̄Lxk + B̄LVk + Wk)]2}
= E{fT

s (B̄LVk + Wk)(B̄LVk + Wk)T fs}
= fT

s ΞLfs

(22)

Since the error variance (22) for the sth element x̂s
k of the

filter x̂k depends only on the sth row fs of the gain matrix

F , the following cost function is established:

Js(f, λs) = E{x− x̂}2 + λT
s (H̄T

L fs − es)

= fT
s ΞLfs + λT

s (H̄T
L fs − es) (23)

where λs is the sth vector of Lagrange multipliers, which is

associated with the s unbiasedness condition (21). There-

fore, the objective is now to minimize Js (23) with respect

to fs and λs.

∂J(f,λs)
∂fs

= 2ΞLfs + H̄Lλs = 0

⇒ 2fs = −Ξ−1
L H̄Lλs

(24)

∂J(f,λs)
∂λs

= (H̄T
L fs − es) = 0

⇒ H̄T
L fs = es

(25)

From two necessary conditions (24) and (25), fs is deter-

mined by (26)

fs = Ξ−1
L H̄L(H̄T

L Ξ−1
L H̄L)−1es (26)

Note that the matrix H̄T
L Ξ−1H̄L is nonsingular if and only if

the matrix H̄Lis of full rank, since the matrixΞL is positive

definite. The matrix H̄L is of full rank if {Ad H} is observ-

able for L ≥ n. The gain matrix F is reconstructed from

(26) as the follows:

F = Ξ−1
L H̄L(H̄T

L Ξ−1
L H̄L)−1 (27)

Therefor, F in (18) becomes the multirate optimal FIR filter.

4. Simulation
In this section, the performance of the conventional synthesis

filter bank, the multirate Kalman filter [7] and the new opti-

mal FIR filter are compared. For the simulation, the 2 band

orthogonal wavelet filter bank is chosen. The parameter of

the wavelet filter bank is from Matlab1. The parameter of

AR, which has a order 4 is from [3] and the 8 order AR

is arbitrary selected ({−5.715.2502 − 24.77196 26.55821301 −
19.148102979 9.0238015896 − 2.53050073584 0.32188415168000}).
We use 10000 samples for the simulationn. The subband

of SNR2 is as follows:

SNRSi = 10log10

( ∑R
m=kd umi∑R
m=kd wmi

)
i = 1, 2, · · · , M.

where R is the number of samples of AR processes, umi of

(11) is a sampled subband signal, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , R/d and i

is an index of a subband. In this paper, the lowband signal

reconstruction error in the wavelet filter bank system is only

considered because the most of AR process is in low band.

Therefor, SNRSi = SNRS .

The SNR of the signal reconstruction error is as follows:

SNR = 10log10

( ∑R
k=0 x2

k∑R
k=0(xk − x̂k)2

)

where xk is a original process and x̂ is a reconstructed pro-

cess.

The our experiments are as follows:

1. Simulation for AR(4) process

1The MathWorks, Inc.
2Signal to Noise Ratio
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Table 1. The SNR for The AR(4) input signal

SNRS SNRW
3 SNRK

4 SNRF
5

94.91 88.58 68.26 77.73

81.04 74.71 65.57 71.87

72.94 66.61 62.27 66.35

60.81 54.48 54.34 55.96

50.96 44.63 46.62 47.32

45.21 38.88 41.86 42.25

where SNRW : SNR for the wavlet, SNRK : SNR for the Kalman and

SNRF : SNR for the proposed FIR filter.

2. Simulation for AR(8) process

3. Simulation the noisy filter bank with model uncertainties

The first experiment: In Figure 4, both the multirate

Kalman filter and the proposed optimal FIR filter show the

performance improve ment over the wavelet filter bank and

the multirate Kalman filter is better than the proposed op-

timal FIR filter as SNRS is decreasing. When SNRS is

over ≈20dB, the multirate Kalman filter and the proposed

optimal FIR filter have the almost same performance. From

≈50dB, the proposed optimal FIR filter has the better SNR

than the wavelet filter bank (see the Table 1).

The second experiment: In this case, the multirate Kalman

filter and the proposed optimal FIR filter is more precise

than the first experiment due to the higher order of a model

(Figure 5, Table 2). As SNRS is decreasing, the multirate

Kalman filter also has higher SNR than the proposed opti-

mal FIR filter .

The last experiment: In order to simulate the nosy filter

bank with uncertainties, we use the AR paramenters which

have the estimation error. These parameters are estimated

from the AR process of the first experiment. In Figure 6,

the proposed optimal FIR filter has the performance improve

ment when SNRS is greater than ≈20dB.

It is very difficult to get the exact model of a signal because

there are a lot of causes to effect the exactness of the model

of a signal. Thus we see that the proposed optimal FIR filter

has the performance improvement when a model of a singnal
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Fig. 5. The SNR for the AR(8)

Table 2. The SNR for The AR(8) input signal

SNRS SNRW SNRK SNRF

96.69 89.93 95.84 95.57

83.75 77.00 83.89 83.28

70.37 63.62 71.29 70.24

60.85 54.10 62.22 60.82

50.45 43.70 52.36 50.46

40.13 33.38 42.74 40.16

30.17 23.42 33.73 30.21

20.11 13.36 25.15 20.15

10.07 3.32 17.49 10.11

has the uncertainty.

Remark:

At the all of the experiment, the multirate Kalman filter has the higher

SNR than the proposed optimal FIR filter when noise environment of

channel is deteriorated

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the new multirate optimal FIR filter was pro-

posed for the signal reconstruction in the nosy filter bank

system. The subband noises of the filter bank were assumed

to be additive noises with zero mean. To obtain the pro-

posed FIR filter, the multirate generic linear model was de-

rived from the multirate state space model, where the AR

signal model is imbedded as an input signal. The proposed

filter was obtained with the minimum variance criteria from

the multirate generic linear model. To illustrate the per-

formance improvement, numerical examples were included.

In the simulation results, when the signal model had the

model uncertainty, the proposed FIR filter showed the per-

formance improvement. The proposed FIR filter also had

improved performance over the conventional synthesis filter

bank in the nosy filter bank system. Actually, if the signal

model is correct, the multirate Kalman filter has a little bit

higher performance than the proposed filter. However, it

5
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is difficult to get the exact model of the signal. It should

be concluded, from what has been said above, that the new

multirate optimal FIR filter should replace the conventional

synthesis filter bank and the multirate Kalman filter in the

nosy filter bank system which has the model uncertainty.
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